Abstract While a growing number of benchmark studies compare the performance of algorithms for automated organ segmentation or lesion detection in images with restricted fields of view, few efforts have been made so far towards benchmarking these and related routines for the automated identification of bones, inner organs and relevant substructures visible in an image volume of the abdomen, the trunk or the whole body. The VISCERAL project has organized a series of benchmark editions designed for segmentation and landmark localization in medical images of multiple modalities, resolutions and fields of view acquired during daily clinical routine work. Participating groups are provided with data and computing resources on a cloud-based framework, where they can develop and test their algorithms, the submitted executables of which are then run and evaluated on unseen test data by the VISCERAL organizers.
Introduction
While a growing number of benchmark studies compare the performance of algorithms for automated organ segmentation or lesion detection in images with restricted fields of view, few efforts have been made so far towards benchmarking these and related routines for the automated identification of bones, inner organs and relevant substructures visible in an image volume of the abdomen, the trunk or even the whole body. The VISual Concept Extraction challenge in RAdioLogy (VISCERAL 1 ) project established a cloud-based infrastructure for the evaluation of medical image analysis techniques in computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. The aim of VISCERAL was to create a single, large and multipurpose medical image dataset and infrastructure, on which research groups can test their specific applications and solutions. The Anatomy Benchmark of the VISCERAL project with its two tasks, landmark localization and segmentation of bones, inner organs and other relevant structures, has a series of cycles. Anatomy1 and Anatomy2 (where the latter includes an ISBI challenge as an early teaser) Benchmarks have been completed, and the last Benchmark Anatomy3 is an ongoing open benchmark, to which any research group can still submit new methods for their evaluation to be included in the online leader board. In this chapter, the Anatomy Benchmark tasks and results are described.
Data and Data Format
This section gives a brief overview of the data used in the Anatomy Benchmarks, as well as a discussion of the choice of data format for these Benchmarks.
Data
The datasets used for the Benchmarks have been acquired during daily clinical routine work. Whole-body MRI and CT scans or examinations of the whole trunk are used. Furthermore, imaging of the abdomen in MRI and contrast-enhanced CT for oncological staging purposes are also included in the benchmark dataset, since there is a higher resolution for segmentation especially of smaller inner organs, such as the adrenal glands. Accordingly, these four image-anatomy combinations are available:
1. Abdomen/thorax contrast-enhanced CT (ThAb/CTce) 2. Whole-body CT (Wb/CT) 3. Whole-body MR T1 (Wb/MRT1) 4. Abdomen contrast-enhanced fat-saturated MR T1 (Ab/MRT1cefs).
We call the image data together with its manual annotations as the Gold Corpus; this is in contrast to Silver Corpus that was generated by the VISCERAL consortium by fusing the results of several automatic methods to (approximately and automatically) annotate a large set of images. The Gold Corpus is the reference annotation to train and evaluate the algorithms for segmenting and localizing anatomical structures. The Anatomy Benchmarks focus on labelling large-field-of-view 3D medical imaging data. For the Gold Corpus, manual annotations were performed and the quality was checked by trained and experienced radiologists. The Gold Corpus was built up during the cycle of Anatomy Benchmarks, as described below. The final Gold Corpus is described in detail in Chap. 5.
Gold Corpus: Training Set
The training Gold Corpus comprises 28 fully annotated volumes in Anatomy1 (segmentations of organs/structures and landmarks). Although the MR annotations were only manually performed in one MR sequence (T1-weighted), the T2-weighted MR volumes from the same patients were also made available to the participants in the training set. In total, 42 volumes were available to the participants during the Anatomy1 benchmark. For Anatomy2, 80 volumes were fully annotated and 120 volumes were in total distributed to the participants. The total volumes included the corresponding 40 MR T2-weighted volumes not annotated for each annotated MR T1-weighted volume. For the ISBI VISCERAL Challenge that took place during the Anatomy2 Benchmark, a subset of the Anatomy2 training set was available to participants (60 annotated volumes, 90 volumes distributed in total). Once the ISBI Challenge concluded, the test set used for this challenge was added to the Anatomy2 training set. Table 7 .1 provides a summary of the volumes annotated for each of the Benchmarks from the different modalities and regions.
Since not all structures are visible in all images, the total number of annotations are not a simple multiple of images and structures; e.g. for Anatomy2-ISBI, for 6 volumes, there are only 946 annotated segmentations (instead of 60 × 20 = 1200). As an example, Fig. 7 .1 shows a breakdown of structures and landmarks segmented for the Anatomy2-ISBI challenge. Similarly, Fig. 7 .2 shows the breakdown of segmented structures for Anatomy3. Anatomy1 42  7  7  7  7  491  42  volumes  Anatomy2  ISBI   90  15  15  15  15  946  60  volumes  Anatomy2  Main   120 20  20  20  20  1295  80  volumes  Anatomy3 120 Dealing with a single file (instead of hundreds of files) facilitates file management considerably, since file naming allows for a straightforward identification of files-in contrast to DICOM directory information. 3. Transferring and storing of these compact large files (which also support additional ZIP compression) is typically more efficient in newer file systems. 4. Read and write functionality for NIfTI files exists for most of the popular computing frameworks, such as MATLAB, Python and R. 5. Despite the relative ease of reading DICOM files, writing them for annotations is significantly complicated and prone to compatibility errors, and it is a major limitation for the development environments that can be used.
Data Format
Feedback from benchmark participants also corroborated these points; data transfer was reported to be swift and easy to manage, and no complaints were raised on the choice of data format.
Tasks
There were two tasks in the Anatomy Benchmarks:
1. Segmentation of anatomical structures (lung, liver, kidney, …) in the given image modalities, where participants could choose which organs to segment, and 2. Localization of anatomical landmarks.
Considering semi-automatic algorithms that can segment organs accurately only once they are localized (e.g. given a seed point), we also established a third challenge category, the participants of which were provided with initialization information as organ centroids (computed from the manual segmentations of the test set). We call this the half-run segmentation segmentation task, as opposed to the full-run segmentation task, where no initialization is provided. No groups have participated in the half-run segmentation task.
During the Training Phase ( Fig. 7. 3), the training image data together with annotations for the benchmark tasks above were made available to all participants. Participants then developed algorithms on the provided virtual machines (VM) and submitted their executables tailored for our predefined input-output convention. In the Test Phase, we took over the VM to run the participant algorithms, where the algorithms (not the participants) were given access to the test data ( Fig. 7.4) . This is fundamentally different from typical benchmark set-ups, where the participants 4 During the evaluation phase, participant algorithms perform localization and/or segmentation tasks and are evaluated against Gold Corpus test set that is never released publicly themselves are given the test images, where it becomes infeasible to control how much manual participant input is provided. Such release of test data also limits its repeatable use in further benchmarks or for evaluating future participants.
Results
This section presents the results of the Anatomy1, Anatomy2 (intermediate and final) and Anatomy3 Benchmarks.
Anatomy1
For the first Anatomy Benchmark, the following seven participants submitted algorithms, with their scores shown in Tables 7.3 Multiple atlases identify the location of one or more structures in the patient volume. The label volumes of the atlases are transformed using the image registrations of each atlas to the target volume. A stochastic gradient descent optimization is performed for the desired metric during the process. Kechichian et al. (P5 A1 ) present an automatic multiple organ segmentation method based on a multilabel graph cuts using prior information of organ spatial relationships and shape. The former is derived from shortest-path pairwise constraints defined on a graph model of structure adjacency relations, and the latter is represented by probabilistic organ atlases learned from a training dataset. Spanier et al. (P6 A1 ) describe a new generic method for the automatic rule-based segmentation of multiple organs from 3D CT scans. The rules determine the order in which the organs are isolated and detected from simple to difficult. Following the isolation of the body, first respiratory structures are segmented, the trachea and the left/right lungs. Next, the organs with high blood content are segmented: the spleen, the liver and the left/right kidneys. Wang et al. (P7 A1 ) propose multiorgan segmentation using fast model-based level set method and hierarchical shape priors. Segmentation starts with stripping the body of skin and subcutaneous fat using threshold-based level set methods. After registering the image to be processed against a standard subject picked from the training datasets, a series of model-based level set segmentation operations are carried out guided by hierarchical shape priors. 
Anatomy2: Intermediate Results at the ISBI Challenge

Anatomy3
Five participants submitted algorithms to the Anatomy3 Benchmark before an initial kick-off deadline, with their scores reported in Table 7 .9. Results from subsequent and more recent submissions can be found in the online leaderboard. 2 The approaches submitted are described in the following references: 
Discussion
Participation in the various editions of the Anatomy Benchmarks allows us to answer questions regarding popularity of tasks and image modalities, potentially also relating to the (perceived) difficulty of each task/modality. Specifically, the popular modality in Anatomy1 and Anatomy2 editions was contrast-enhanced CT, followed by standard CT. Magnetic resonance imaging did not attract more than a single participant for the segmentation tasks, and only in the Anatomy2 landmark localization task, was able to attract two participants, potentially due to the relative difficulty of automatic analysis using this modality. Some algorithms were organ or modality specific, so were only submitted for that anatomy, whereas other methods were more general. Some participants with such generic methods seemingly pre-tested their methods on different inputs and only submitted them for the organs/modalities where these methods could actually provide a value (i.e. satisfactory results), whereas other participants simply submitted their method for all organs/modalities, whether they generalized successfully or not. Regarding the tasks, segmentation gathered a vast majority of the submissions. Most popular organs attempted in these benchmarks were liver, lungs, spleen, kidneys and urinary bladder. Some structures were segmented by very few methods, e.g. rectus abdominis muscles.
In terms of segmentation results, the organs that obtained the highest DICE coefficient values for each modality were the lungs and the liver in CT and the kidneys and the liver in MRI. Other structures that achieved relatively accurate segmentation across different Anatomy benchmarks include trachea, aorta, urinary bladder, psoas major muscles and spleen, with DICE coefficients ranging between 0.80 and 0.95. On the other hand, thyroid, adrenal glands, rectus abdominis muscles and gall bladder have been shown to be the most difficult structures for segmentation, with DICE coefficients below 0.5.
The landmark localization tasks have shown a large variation in performance even for the same method, but accurate results with average localization errors below 3 -voxels could be achieved, e.g. for the eyes and the trachea bifurcation. Modality also had a strong impact, with some structures being much easier to localize in CT (for instance, sternoclavicular joints), whereas others in MRI (e.g. aorta bifurcation and the coronaria).
Additional discussion and further information on the organization and the results of the Anatomy benchmarks can be found in [10] .
Conclusion
During the VISCERAL Anatomy Benchmarks, segmentation and landmark localization methods on large medical image datasets have been evaluated. Organization of these benchmarks led to the creation of large amounts of annotated medical imaging data, which continue to be available beyond the end of the VISCERAL project (see Chap. 5) . The use of a cloud-based evaluation not only represents an opportunity for larger datasets, but also impacts the number of participants. However, the series has shown that yearly cycles of evaluation can attract larger numbers of participants, when sufficient data are provided for training and testing.
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